Welcome Here
(Three Shaker Songs)

for Unison/Three-Part Voices with Hand Drums*

American Shaker Songs
Arranged by
Robert I. Hugh

Steady, not too fast (\( \dot{q} = 75 \))

(\( \text{Two Drummers} \))

Hand Drum

"Welcome Here"

\( \text{mf (all voices unis.)} \)

Wel-come here, wel-come here, all be a - live and be of good cheer.

I've got a pie that's baked com-plete, and pud-ding too that's ver - y sweet.

(\( \text{Two Different Drummers} \))

*The arranger recommends the use of six drums, this may include drums played by members of the choir. If six drums are not available, the choir director may assign the different parts as s/he sees fit.
"Who will Bow and Bend like a Willow?"

Who will bow and bend like a willow? Who will turn and twist and reel?

In the gale of simple freedom, From the bower of union flowing.

(Two Different Drummers)

"Hop Up and Jump Up"

Hop up and jump up and whirl 'round, whirl 'round,

Gather love, here it is all 'round, all 'round,
Here is love all 'round, catch it as you whirl 'round,
reach up and reach down, gather love all 'round.

(Three Drums)

Welcome here, welcome here, all be alive and be
Who will bow and bend like a willow? Who will turn and
Hop up and jump up and whirl 'round, whirl 'round, gather love, here it is

(All Six Drums)
of good cheer. Welcome here, welcome here,
twist and reel? In the gale of simple freedom,
all 'round, all 'round, Hop up and jump up and whirl 'round, whirl 'round,

all be alive and be of good cheer. I've got a pie that's
From the bower of union flowing. Who will bow and

gather love, here it is all 'round, all 'round, Here is love all 'round,

baked complete, and pudding too that's very sweet.
bend like a willow? Who will turn and twist and reel?
catch it as you whirl 'round, reach up and reach down, gather love all 'round.
I've got a pie that's baked complete, and pudding too that's
in the gale of simple freedom, From the bower of
Here is love all 'round, catch it as you whirl 'round, reach up and reach down,
very sweet.
union flowing.
gather love all 'round.

Welcome here, welcome here.
Welcome here, welcome here.
Welcome here, welcome here.
Welcome Here
(Three Shaker Songs)
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